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THEORY OF BOUNDARY EFFECTS IN OPEN WIND TUNNELS WITH
FINITE JET LENGTHS
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SUMMARY
boundary conditions for an open wind
ffow) are examined with svecial refer.
en-wto the e~ects of the closed entranceand em-tsec%ion~. Basic
conditions are that the oelocity must be continuous at the en-
trance lip and that the velocities in the upstream and doum-
streatnclosed portions m,ustbe equal. For the two-dimensional
open tu.nnel, interesting possibilities decelopfrom thefact that
the pressures on the twofree surfaces need not be equal.
Electrical analogies that might be usedfor soh<ng the$ow in
open wind tunnels are outlined. Two types are described—
one in which electrical potential corresponds.to celoeity poten-
tial, and another in which. electrical potential corresponds to
acceleration potential. me acceleration-potential analogi>s
are probably experimentally sixnpler than the celom”t:y-potential
analogies.
In the second part, solutions are deri~edfor four types of
two-dimensional open tunnels, including one in which the
pressures on the two free su.rfcwesare not equaL .Vwnmi.eal
results are gicen f or ecery case. In general, if the lifting ele-
ment is more than hay tlw tunnel height from the inlet, the
boundary effect at the lifting element is the same as for an
imjinitely long open tunnel.
In the third part, a general method is giwn far calculating
the bou.nday e~ect in an open circular wind tunnel of $nite
iet length. Abneriiai results a>e gicen for a lifting element
concentratedat a point on the atis.
INTRODUCTION
The basic theory of boundary corrections for an open
wind tunneI was given by Pra.ndtlmany years ago (reference
1) and has since been used with reasonable success. The
iutlniteIy long open jet that was assumed in Prandtl’s
analysis, however, has been frequently questioned as an
adequate representation for an open wind tunnel, which
normaHy has a reIat-iveIyshort jet between closed entrance
and exik regions. The present examination of the problem
was occasioned by the need for boundary corrections for
tests in the Langley fuU-scale tunnel of a large helicopter, of
which the forward edge of the.rotor disk reached almost to
the mouth of the entrance bell while the rear edge approached
the exit bell Previous st.uclies(reference 2) had shown that
the Pra.ndtl theory was satisfactory for a w~m in the usuaI
position in the tunneI (about, 20 feet downstream of the
entrance), but it was feIt. that- this simple theory was in
adequate for such far forward. and rearwarcllocations of the
lifting surface and t.hati some further development was
desirable. The only previous analysis bearing directly on
the probIem seemecl to be that of reference 3, which con
siclereda lift~~ eIement concentrat-edat a point. on the axis
of a circular open tunnel of fite jet length; however, the
treatment therein -wasnot rigorous a-ridwas justified only by
a somewhat heuristic discussion, so that its general applica-
bility was not obvious. Other studies treated either tmo-
climensiona.1or a.siaIly symmetrica.I conditions (references 4
and 5) and ako did not consider the closed e-tit region, so
that the extent of their applicabihty to the present probIem
-wasnot at fist apparent. A similar German wartime report
(reference 6], which did not become a-railableuntiI after the
present report was -written, would have been more useful in
thisrespect because of the generality of its physical discussion.
Because of the particular shape of the tunnel cross sect.ior
a reasonably simpIe solution in terms of “available functions
seemecl unlikeIy; accordingly, the initia.Ieffort was cIirec-ted
toward defining the problem in such a -maythat it could be
soI-redby ar.dogy methods in a.nelectrical t-ark Identifica-
tion of the necessary boundary conditions appeared at fist
to be somewhat perplexing; however, after recognition of
some of the basic physical phenomena, the boundary condi-
tions were readily clarified. The problem is thus comiclered
now to be fairly -ireUunderstood, at least insofar as it can be
considered Iinear and uninfluenced by turbulent- mixing at
the free surfaces or by the irregular nature of the flow at,the
exit. As -wiUappear later, however, gra~e technical clifhcul-
ties exist in the exact solution b-y electrical-analogy methods
so that,, for example, rigorous evaluation of the tunnel inter-
ference for the large helicopter in the Langley full-scale
tunneI, which problem instigated the present research, has
not yet been attempted.
After the boundary conditions -were clarified, analytical
methods of solution were de-reIopedfor two+dimensionaland
circular open humels. These studies have been combined
with the discussion of the bounclary conditions and the
electrica.Ianalogies to form the present report, which, it is
hoped, will serve to ekrify basic concepts and establish a
sound basis for any further work. “
The report is divided into three parts. In part I, the
boundary conditions are defined and discussed for the open
wind tunnel with closed entrance and exit sections, and an
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outline is given of suggested electrical analogies applicable
to the problem. In part II, analytical solutions are given
for various two-climensional open-tunhel types, together
with numerous calculated results. In part 111, a method of
solution for the circular open tunnel is given, together with
mmnericalresults for the case of a lifting element concen-
trated at a point on the axis of the tunnel. The treatment
in every case is a linear one in which deformation of the jet
boundary is considered to be small.
The parts were essentially independentl~ prepared.
~Messrs.Gardner and Diesendruck contributed the am-dysis
of part H. Mr. Eisenstadt contributed part 111. Dr.
Katzoff contributed part I and, in the absence of the others,
prepared the numerical results of part II, made several
minor revisions, and served as general editor of the report.
L BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND ELECTRICAL
ANALOGIES
In part I, boundary conditions for an open wind tunnel
are discussed with special reference to the effects of the
closed entrance and exit sections. It is sho~vn that the
velocity on the free surface is not necessarily equal to the
velocity far upstream in the closed portion and that cross-
flows may exist in the free suface, unlike the case of the
infinitely long open jet. A basic conclition-amdogous to
the Kutta-Joukowslti condition for the flow at the trailing
edge of an airfoil-is that the velocity be continuous at the
entrance lip, Electrical analogies that might be used for
solving the flow in open wind tunnels are outlined. Two
types are d&cribed.-one in which electrical potential corre-
sponds to velocity potential, and another in which electrical
potential corresponds to acceleration potential,
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
R&sum6 of Prandtl’s theory,—In Prandtl’s original dis-
cussion, in which the entrance and exit regions are neglected,
the open jet is considered as an infinitely long cylinder on the
entire surface of which the pressure is constant, whence,
by BernouHi’s law, the velocity on the surface is constant.
If this ve~ocity is considered as the sum of the undisturbed
tunnel velocity U and a small perturbation velocity (U,ZJ,W)
due to thepresonceof abodyin thejet, theconditions thenthat
(L7+u)2+ 02+w2=U2+2Uti=Constant
from which it is concIuded that u is constant over the
entire surface. Furthermore, since u is obviously zero far in
front of the body, it must be zero over the entire surface.
A corollary is that, on the jet surface, the perturbation
velocity normal to u (that is, the circumferential velocity)
is ako zero, as is readily shown from a consideration of the
rectangular path SPQR on the surface of the jet. (See fig.
1 (a).) As has just been shown, the velocity component u
paralle~to the lines SP and QR is zero; hence, the perturba-
tion potentials at points P and Q are the same as at points S
(n) Indnitdy longopentunnel.
(b) Openjet betweenC1OSCCIcritnmcormdex[tregions.
FIGUREl.—Illustrdioneford~enesionofsurfaceperturbnt.tonvclocky jn openwind hrnncIs.
md R, respectively. If points S and R are -far upstream
of the body their potentials wiII be cqwal, so thnt l.hc po-
tentials at points P and Q are equal. The perturb~tion
potential is thus uniform over the c.ntire surfrtce, and onIy
perturbation velocities normal to t-he surface can exist. a.L
Lhesurface.
Modification of basic concepts,—If the closed cntrrmcc
regionis near the body, as shown in figure 1 (b), the prcmding
discussionand conclusions no longer apply. Thus, ahhough
u must still be constant ove~ the entire free surface, i~ is no
longer necessarily zero; that is, the total velocity on the free
wrface is not necessarily equal to the vcloci ty far upshmm
m the closed portion of the tunnel. The two velocities Wi]l,
in fact, generally be unequal except in special cases whcm
equality resuhs from geometrical symmetry of the mrangc-
ment. (For example, if a horseshoe vortex is located in the
horizontal plane of symmetry of the tunnel, the values of u
at the top and bottom of the tunnel woulcl be expectc.d to bc
equal and opposite; but since u must be uniform over the
surface, it follows that u= O.) Ihrt.hermorc, t.hc vclocit ics
in the jet surface normal to u (that is, the circumfercntiol
velocities) are, in ge.nera.1,no longer zero (except for axially
symmetrical flows, such as that produced by a. body of
revolution on the axis of a circular tunnel) so that two
surface points at the same longitudinal posit-ion, M P’ and
Q’ (fig. 1 (b)), do not necessarily have the same values of tho
perturbation potential.
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Entrance-lip condition,-Consider, for simplicity, the
skymmetricaIcase of &re 1 (b), in which the lifting element
is on t-hehorizontal plane of s-ynunetryof the tuunel. Since
w is zero on the free bouuckmy, the perturbation potentiaI is
constant. along the elements AB, CD, EF, . . ., although,
as just inclicated, it is not necessa.ri.lythe same for all these
elements. This one boundary concLitionfor the open sec-
tion—that the potential be constant along each of these
elements—does not stic.e, however, to define the problem
uniquely. In fact, as wilI be obvious from the subsequent
discussion of electricsJ analogies, the potentitds of these
elements may be quite arbitrarily assigned tithout violating
this condition or the boundary condition on the closed por-
tion of the tumel (that the normal derim.ti~e of the potential
be zero at the wall). In orcler to a~oid this lack of unique-
ness,further conditions must be sought. The most important
of these is that, the velocity be continuous (in particular,
nott idiuite) at the entrance lip (points A, C, E, . . .).
This condition takes cognizance of the fact that., because of
viscosity, the physical flo-ivleaves the lip smoothly, just. as
it leu-res the trailing edge of a.n airfoil; the condition is, in
fact, strictly analogous to the Kut ta-Joukoweki condition
for the Wdi.ng-eclge of an airfoil, m-hichshdarly takes into
account- the basic viscosity effect and provides uniqueness
where otherwise an in.flnity of solutions -rroticl esist. It is
recob@zecl that, just. as the Kut-ta-Joukomlci condition does
not always srdice to predict airfoiI lift. very accurately: the
corresponding condition for the open tunnel may SimilarIy
oversimplify the entrance-lip flow; however, as wit-h the
airfoil, the condition is probably adequate where the flow
is not subject to an excessive pressure rise on approaching
the lip. References 4, 5, and 6 used the conclit,ion, and
reference 6, in addition, discussed it from the physical view-
point cmclcompared it with the airfoiI trailing-edge condition.
Concerning the do-wustream end of the open section, the
e-tit-lip may be considered to correspond LOthe leading edge
of an airfoil and no effort need be made in an ideahzecl flow
analysis to ehmirmteinfinite values of u at this eclge.
Jet contraction or expsmion,-It has ah-eady been pointed
out that? -with a body in the jet, the velocity on the free
surface is not necessarily equal to the velocity fm upstream
in the closed portion. During the course of the investiga-
tion, it was noted that solutions couId be obtained showing
a dfierence between these two velocities, even when there
-wasno body in the jet. Such a flow corresponds merely to
a contraction or expansion of the jet, as indicated in figure .2.
Thus, in figure 2 (a), the velocity on the free surface is lower
than the upstream velocity ancl remains so even as it- ap-
proaches the exit, in spite of the gradual contmc.tion of the
jet, because of the continuously increasing surface curvature.
The velocity suddenly increases at the exit lip and flnaIIy
is established at a value greater than that. of the upstream
velocity. With reasonable ratios of entrance to exit area,
the flows of figure 2 may be readily obtained experimentally.
\
(b)
(a) Contractff jet. The prsssureon-thefrw surfaceemf+xlsboth the upstreamand down-
st- pressuresbut ISvery C1OSSto the upstreampressure.
(b) kw.~ jet. The Pressureon thefreesurfaceislessthaneithertheupstreamor dom-
strmmpressurebut E w?qrdose to the upatreorapressure.
Fuwrm 2.—C0ntrsctingand espandingjets (2 or 3 dimensions).
The significance of this expand~~ or contracting flow is
that it represents a solution that satisfies au the boundary
conditions previously clisc~=sedand is ne-rert,helessundesir-
able. In order to a-roid such solutions, a further condition
must accorclingjy be recognized; namely, that- the veloc.ities
in the closed portions far upstream and far do-wnstream of
the open section be ecputl.
It may be objected that in the normal design of an open
wind tunnel the exit section is made larger than the entrance
section. The purpose of the increased area is to allow for
the reduced veloc-ity to-wti.rdthe surface of the jet result@
from turbulent mixing with the surround@ stilI air. In-
creasing the exit area by other than the correct amount will
result in the type of flow indicated in figures 2 (a) or 2 (b)
with a corresponding -relocity graclient along the center of
the tunnel. In any potential-flow solution these viscous
effects cannot be considered.
Spfiage.-When an airfoil is tested at a high lift coefficient
in an open tunnel, the down=iva.rd eflection of t-hejet may
resuIt in apprecia-blespiIlage from the lower lip of the exit,
t.oget.herwith lack of contact. of the main flow with the upper
Iip. (See fig. 3 (a).) The air lost by spillage is replaced by
air (of, however, a lower total pressure) entrained in the
exit. Even without otherwise considering the distortion of
the free surface, these flow characteristics might seem too
much at.variance with the previously assumed characteristics
to permit application of the theories being discussed. The
calculations of part II for the two-climeneional open tunnel
(that is, a rectangular tunnel with closed sides but open top
anclbottom) show, however,very lit.tledifference bet-rreenthe
tunnel-induced-downwash distributions for the tunneI with
two exit lips ancl the tun.uelwith one etit Iip. That is, if
95664&51—34
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figure 3 (a) “isassumtxl to represent.a’two-dimensional flow,
the fact that the upper Iip of the exit is out of the flow field
so that the lower lip takes over the entire burden of straight-
ening the jet does not greatly affect the induced dcnvnwash.
The effect of the exit lip on the flow phenomena is the least
cIear of the various phases of the present problem. For open
wind tunnels having essentiallyunflared exits, similar to that
indicated in figure 3 (a), the suggestions of the preceding
paragraph are probably adequate. The exit of the Langley
full-scale tunnel, however, has a large bell mouth, and when
(a)
“=l-Q -
(b)
(c!) ,
a) Straightesit.
(t$ Bell-mouthexit.
(c) Enclosedspacebeneaththe kwoc freesurface(two-dimensionaltunnel).
~ra~E ~.-spfllogefromthelowerlip of theexit.
airpla.n.esare being tested at highlift coefficients a downward
deflection of the air off the lower part of the bell, roughly
as indicated in figure 3 (b), occurs. Whether the previously
suggested concepts or, indeed, any linear theory can serve
satisfactorily for this case seems questionable.
Unequalsurface pressures .—Aninterestingmethod of avoid-
ing spillage suggests itself in the case of t.hc two-climcnsional
open tunnel: If the space below the tunnel is enclosccl, an
excess pressure will be built up in this space, compmwl
with the pressure in the space above the upper free surfticc,
so that the flow will be pushed up sufficiently to eliminate
the spillage and insure precise contact of the lower free
surface with the lower exit lip. (See fig. 3 (c).) The exten~
to which a free two-dimensional jet can be cleformed by a
pressuredifference across its boundaries or, stated difkrently,
the extent to which a two-dimensional free jet will deform in
order to foHow the only available path, is indicated by the
smoke-flow photograph in figure 4. The setup consisted
merely of a.two-climensional open jet, with ent,rrmc.cand exit
sections displaced vertically relative to each other, mwmgccl
between transparent side wails, ancl provided with enclosed
I spaces above and below.
FKWRE4.—Two-dimeneiona1jet with diffewutpressureson the two freesurfuccs.
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Details of interest in the figure, in addition to the jet
deformation, are:
(1) Separation of the flow from the upper lip of the exit
because of the large angle of entry. A smcdIbell mouth at
the exit lip might have pre~ented such separation.
(2) The rough flow on the upper surface ai the entrance,
compared with the smooth flow on the lower surface, reflects
the fact that the boundary layer approaching the entrance
is subjected to a rising pressure on the upper surface and a
dropping pressure on the lower surface.
(3) Because of turbulent mixing at the free surfaces, a
certain amount of the air in the c.losedchambers above and
below the jet is entrained in the jet. An e.quiva.lentquantity
must be released, or skimmed off, at the exit in order t.hafithe
total quantity in each chamber remain constant. This cir-
cukding mechanism results in the apparent, overflow at the
two e.tit Iips. The return of the skimmed-off part: to the jet
surface can be seen at the bottom of the phonograph.
Tunnel without a closed exit.-some mention is made in
the subsequent discussion of the hypothetical open tunnel
hav@g a closed upstream entrance region but no closed exit
region, the open section thus extending dovmstream to
indnity. Calculations for such an arrangement (see part II)
are generaIIy simpler than for the actual tunnel with the
closed exit ancl give very nearly the same answer, protided
that the region of interest is much closer to the entrance
than to the e.tit,as is usuaIly the case. For this arrangement,
solutions with a.n arbitrary contraction or e.xp?nsion of the
jet cmnot e.sist, so that no effort need be made to a-roid
them. The solution for the general unsymmetrical case,
however, will show the jet velocity downstream at infhiity
to be different from the velocity upstream in the closed part..
The possibility tha~ in the two-cl.imenaionalcase, clifEerent
pressures might be assumed on the two free surfaces still
exists for this type of t.unnel, but the resulting jet will have
a-consbant cur-rature after leating the neighborhood of the
body.
An upstream condition for the “infinitely long” open
tunnel and a correction to the results of reference 8,—In
many discussions of the bwo-dimensional open tunnel, the
set of images indicated in fia~re 5 (a) is used to satisfy the
bounclary condition that u=O, and the resulting flow shows
an upflow in front and an equa~ clownflow in back wihh no
induced downwash at the wing itself. Actually, however,
if the jet issues from a horizontal closed entrance-no matter
how far upstream—it will remain essentially horizontal
(because it is not subjected to any vertical force) until it
reaches the w~~. (See fig. 5 (b).) In orcler t.oelimiiate the
undesiredupstream up-wash,aunifom downwash should there-
fore be added to the solution indicated in figure 5 (a). (Com-
pare reference 7, p. 304.) Addition of this dowmvash cloesnot
affect the bcmnda.r]-conditio~s, since u is still zero at the
boundmy. This case is discussed quantita.t.ivelyin part II,
C.
C/.
(4
(a) Deformationdue to imagesystem no downweshat,the wingit@f.
(b) Undeformedupstreamflow; downrvashM wing is half of that at dnitg.
FIGCTKE5.—Tw*dhnensionalopentunnelof inEtdteIength.
where it is shown that, the entrance-lip condition automati-
caIIy provides the correct a.rumer.
kong the rectangula.rwind tunnels for which correct-ions
were given in reference 8 is a type with closed sides but open
top and bottom. The ca.lculatecl corrections for approxi-
mately square cross sections are appro-simately equal to those
for the completely closed tunnel, a.surprising result in view
of the absence of any top or bottom constraint. The result
is a.ctua.Uyin error, as was disco-rered in an experimental
effort. to verify it (reference 9). In seeking to explain the
errors the author of reference 9 pointed out that the image
system used in reference 8 should have included an ir&nite
row of vortices at infinity, and he showed ho-ir, by taking
into account this row of -rortices, t-he correct answer could
be obtained. It. could not be show-n, however, that the
,
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extent of this row of vortices is of a higher order.of infinity
than is their distance from the origin, m.is necessary if their
effect is to be considered. The method of the preceding
paragraph thus appears to be much simp~erand more rigor-
ous in such cases than is a discussion of the image vortices
at ifinity. One Simply observes that the image system of
reference 8 provides an angle correction factor ~ of 0.25 for
the flow far upstream of the wing, whereas 6 should be zero
far upstream; a correction of –0,25 should therefore be
added to alI values of 6 computed by this image system for
points within the tunnel.
Summary of boundary conditions,—A basic physical
characteristic of the flow is provided by the condition that
the velocity be continuous at the entrance lip, which con-
dition also helps to, provide uniqueness. The velocity On
the free surface ‘is not necessarily the velocity far upstream
in the closed portion; in fact, for the two-dimensional case,
it is even possible for the pressures on the two free surfaces
to be different from each other. Equality of the velocities
in the upstream and downstream closed portions has been
recognized as an additional condition. Keglecting the upper
portion of the closed exit may be desirable if the flow is so
depressed that it does not make contact with the upper
part of the exit. Neglecting the entire closed exit region
may appreciably simplify the problem without introducing
excessive inaccuracy if the region of interest is much closer
to the entrance than to the exit. In general, adequate
treatment of the exit (for large lift on the body in the tunnel)
seems very unlikely.
The discussion in the preceding sections has concerned
mainly the physical flow conditions, and relatively little
interpretation in terms of boundary conditions on the per-
turbation potential has been given aIthough such formaI
interpretation would appear a,trivial task. The reason that
this ~~tension has not been made is that in a number of
instances (as will appear subsequently) slight motica,tions
of the basic view-point,leading to somewhat modified bound-
ary condition;, are desirable for convenience of solution.
Accordingly, the statements of the boundary conditions on
the perturbation potentials will be given when the solutions
are discussed.
SUGGESTED ELECTRICAL ANALOGIES
VELOCITY-POTENTIAL ANALOGIES
Basio concepts of the analogies,—In the analogies to be
discussed in the present section (none of which have yet been
constructed), the perturbation velocity potential in the
space within the wind tunnel is considered adogo.us to the
electrical potential in a dilute electrolyte solution contained
k a vessel of the same shape. An insulatingmaterialsuch
as Bake.lite, the conductivity of which is negligible compared
with that of the solution, provides a boundary where the
am.
normal potential gradient ~ Is zero; and a metal, the con-
ductivity of which is practically infinite relative to that of
the solution, serves as a constant-potential bounclmy along
am
which the longitudinal gradient — is zero. In such a setup,
ax
current is analogous to velocity except for a diflkrcncc in
sign (in-the usual convention, current flows down a voltag~
gradient whereas air flows up a velocity-potential gmdicnt,);
in order to remove this difficulty, the sign convention for
elcctrical potential is reversed in the following cliscmsion.
For greater “clarity of exposition, the two-dimensional
analogies are t.re.ated in detail, the t.hrce-dimensioned
mmlogie.e appearing as reasonably obvious extensions or
modifications. It will be remembered, however, that any
application will be found in three-clime.nsional prolhns
inasmuch as most of the two-dimensional problems can bc
solved amlytically. +
A two-dimensional vortex maybe represented by two long
metal plates separated by a thin insulator, (See fig. 6 (a).)
A flow corresponding to a vortex located at the edge of t.hc
plates is set up by applying a difference of pohmtid across
lL* ~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,f
[b)
*
(c)
.
(d)
(a) Twe-dimensiomdvortexshowingcurrentHrrcsbctwccrrthotwoplutcs.
(b) Two-dimensionalvortexin a perturbationflcld lravinga horizontalvelocitycomfroncut. ,
(c) Three-dimcneionalelcmcruof lift.
(d) Horseshoevortexof flnitasprm.
FIGURE6.—Velocity-potorrtislarrslogicefo:::o;:imensional and three-dimonsiamdliftbrg
.
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the plates. If the perturbation flow that results from the
presence of the -rortex in the tunnel has a horizontal velocity
component, this representation is no longer adequate because
it requires the potential to be uniform along each plate.
Rigor in this case would require that the plates be composed
of a. rm.mberof separate sections with each pair separately
activated. (See fig. 6 (b).) In this way it is possible to
provide a potential dHerence between upper ancl lower
surfaces that is everywhere equal to the desired circulation
without requirirg that the potential be uniform along the
entire upper surface or lower surface. A horizontal velocity
component. normally occurs only when the Iifting vortex is
asymmetrically located in the tunnel. For simplification,
only the simpler representation of figure 6 (a] is used in the
remaining sketches.
The element of lift in threedimensiozud flow is the horse-
shoe vortex of zero span, -whichis the same as a semi-iniinite
line of doublets. It may be represented by a pair of long
narrow metal strips separated by an insulator. (See fig.
6 (c).) As in the two-dimensional analogy, if the Iift,ing
element is asymmetrically located in the field, the strips
must be made up of short pieces w-kh each pair separately
activated. The horseshoe vortex of finite span is repre-
sented as in figure 6 (d), provided that, there are no appre-
ciable perturbation velocities in its plane.
Evaluation of interference velocities .-The vertical -mIoc-
ity component in the tunnel corresponds to the vertical
~olt.age gradient in the electrolyte, which can be determined
by measuring the voltage difference between a-pair of short
wire electrodes mounted one above the other 4 fkecl distance
apart. The tunnel interference at any point is found by
measuring this ~oRage difference (reIative to that across the
two pla.tes representing the vortex) fist- in the simulatecl
tunnel and then in a large tm.k for which the boundary
interference is either negligible or so smaH that it can be
adequately computed by simple methods. Since the theo-
retical flow fie~dfor the second case is known, the ratio of
these two gradients, together -withthe distance from the pair
of mires to the lifting vortex, should sut.liceto evaluate the
boundary interference. The distance between the pair of
wires need not be measured because only the ratio of the
gradients is required. Similarly, the exact design and
dimensions of the sirmdated lifting vortex are of no signifi-
cance, provided that the gradients are determined at reason-
able distances from it. In general, bounclary interference
at the vortex itself cannot be found directly by this method
but may be determined by interpolation between or extra-
polation from the neighboring points.
Two-dimensional closed-open tmnneL—For simphfication
of t-henomenclature, the opem humel with closed upstream
region but without a closed exit is designated the closed-open
tunnel. The open tunnel with closed upstream and down-
stream regions is designated the closed-open-closedtunnel.
.Figure 7 (a) illustrates t-he setup for a tvio-dimensiomd
closed-open tunnel with a vortex on its center line. Shaded
(a)
t 1 .
f
/////////////
.’.’ /////////
(b] ‘
(a) Vortexon the centerIine.
(b) UnssetriceJly locatedvorter.
FIG~E 7.—VeIocity-potentislanohgiesfor the twdimeusional clwd-ow tunnel.
(Iines inclicateimndat.ingbounda.ries where ~=0~ andhemy
. .
unshacled Iines indicate metal boundaries on which @ is
constant. The upstream closed portion should be so long
that the pot ential is essentially uniform at its upstream end;
the length indicat-e.don the figure should stice. The open
region should similarly be so Iong that the vertical flow
between the vortex strips and the boundary strips no longer
changes with distance downstream; again, the length indi-
cated on the figure should suflke. From the condition of
velocity continuity at the entrance lips and the fact that ~
is zero along the free boundaries, it. follo-ivsthat ~ must be
zero at-the edges of the two closed boundaries. The poten-
tials on the two free boundaries must, therefore, be adjusted
until the difference between the pot ential of each and the
pot ential of a thin feeler electrode just upstream of its edge
is zero. For the symmetrical condition shown, the single
mvariable voltage source indicat,ecl will provide zero —
ax
at both edges simultaneously.
Figure 7 (b) illustrates the setup for the two-dimensional
closed-open tunnel with the -rort,exin an off-center position.
A single variable voltage source across the two free bound-
aries is now no longer capable of simultaneously satisfying
the continuity condition at both edges, so that a-nadditional
variable voltage source and an upstream eIectrode are
required. The current in the closed part of the tunnel flowing
into this upstream electrode corresponds to an upstream
perturbation velocity. This upstream perturbation -relocity
constitutes the previously mentioned difference between the
velocity far upstrem in the closed part and the veIocity on
the free surface. The concept here is slightly at variance with -
previous discussion, which considered a perturbation -relocit.y
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along the free surface, with the far upstream velocity appear-
ing M the undkturbed veIocity U. As the mudogy is set up,
however, no perturbation velocity may appear along the free
surfaces because they are at constxmt potential; hence, the
total velocity on the free surfaces must be considered as the
undisturbed velocity U and any difference between this
velocity and the velocity far upstream appears as an up-
stream perturbation velocity. As appears in part II, this
viewpoint is eJsofound convenient in the analytical solution
of these problems.
Two-dimensional olosed-open-closed. tunneL-The setup
for the two-dimensional closed-open-closed tunnel with a
vortex on the center line (fig. 8 (a)) is an obvious modification
of the corresponding setup for the closed-open tunnel. The
same would be true for the off-center. vortex except for the
necessity of satisfying the condition that the velocities in
the upstream and downstream closed regions be’equal. Thus,
the setup of figure 8 (b) provides an upstream perturbation
veIocity but no downstream perturbation velocity’ and can-
not, therefore, solve the problem completely. An additional
flow, found by the setup of figure 8 (c), must be included.
(a)
I
/E:+’ ‘
(b) v
(c)
(a) Vortexon the centerline.
(b) Unsymmetricallylocatedvortex(incompleterepresentation).
(c) Expandiugor contractingjet.
FnwRE &-VeIocity-potentlaIanalogiesfor the two-dimensionalclosed-apen-clawdtnnnel.
An electrode is here located at both the upstream and down-
stream ends, and the potentials relative to the free bounckwy
are so adjusted that the entrance-lip condition is satisflcd.
It is”apparent that in order to sa~isfy this condition tho
downstream current flow- will be much greater than the
upstream current flow; that is, the downstream perturbation
velocity for a contracting or expanding jet is much ‘greater
than the upstream perturbation velocity. Because of this
difference, a suitable amount of the flow of figuro 8 (c) may
be added to that of figure 8 (b) to produce equrd upstream
and downstream perturbation velocities.
Displacement of the free surfaces.—The current density
normal to the surface of a metal plate representing a free
surface is proportional to ~ and corresponds to the local
vertical perturbation velocity. The total vertical displacc-
Sment at a point on the free surface is then given by ~ h
integrated from the entrance lip to the point.. In particular,
the integral along the entire lower free surface_of a closcd-
open-closed tunnel represents the displacement at the exit
lip and it may be measured by means of an a.mrneterin the
line that goes to the lower metal plate.
If the pressure on the lower free surface can acljust itsclf
so that the displacement at the downstream end is zero, the
longitudinal perturbation velocity at the lower surface will
be different from that at the upper surface. If the pcrhwba-
tion velocity on the upper surface is taken as zcroj that on
the lower surface will be negative, so that tho potcntird on
the lower surface must drop uniformly from entrance to exit.
Such a variation could be accomplished if the lower surface
were represented by a number of short meta~ strips instead
of a single plate:–-
Three-dimensional closed-open and closed-open-closed
tunnels,---The analogies for the three-dimensioned tunnels
are obvious modifications of those for the two-climensional
tunnels: The free boundary may not be simulated by a single
metal cylinder because, as was previously noted, diflcrent
elements of the free boundary do not have the same potential,
although the potential is constant along each element. Tho
free boundary must thus be simulated by a number of longi-
tudinal metal strips, insulated from each other, with a fcclcr
electrode immediately in front of each. When the lifting
element lies in the horizontal plane of symmetry, the en-
trance-lip condition may be satisfied without m additional
electrode. If the lifting element is not in the horizonttd
plane of symmetry, an upstream elect,rode will bc nccdcd,
with the potential of each strip adjusted relative to this
electrode. For the unsymmetrical closed-open-closed anal-
ogy, the requirements that upstream and downstream
velocities be equal necessitates further measurements with n
setup corresponding to that of figure 8 (c).
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ACGtiEEATIOWPOTEiWfU AXALOGIES
Basic concepts of the analogies.-The pre?are has the
properties of a.poterdia.1-designat.ed acceleration pot-ent.ial—
in a field consisting of a smaI1perturbation flow superposed
on a. uniform stream. If the pressure in the undisturbed
stzeam is taken as zero, then the perturbation velocities are
relatecl t.o the pressure by the following equations:
where
P density
t time
P pressure
Since, by the first equation, u is proportional to p, it is simpler
merely to consider the perturbation velocity u it.seIfas the
pot ent.ial,with u and w given by the folIowing equations:
J–. 02’
The necessity of performing an integration in order to det-
ermine u or w is a basic disadvantage of the acceleration-
potential amdogy compared with the -relocit,y-potential
analogy in -whichu and w are measurable directly.
In the analogies to be discussed in the present.section, t-he
perturbation veIocity u is considered analogous to the elec-
trical potential in a diIute electrolyte solution. A metal
serves as a boundary along which u is constant, and the local
au
intensity of current flowing into it gives ~; an insulator
au .
serves as a.boundary where ~ M zero. The lifbing element
in either two or three climensionsis represented by a pair of
short metal plates separated by an insulator; -whenthe upper
plate is maintained at a higher potential than t-helower plate,
the arrangement represents a thin airfoil with suction (large
u) on its upper surface and pressure (smalI or negative w) on
its lower surface. The current at each of the two plates
should be the same in order that the slope of the airfoiI sur-
face (proportiomd to v) be the same on both upper and lower
sides. In order ahvays to satisfy this condition the voltage
source activating the lifting element. should not be tapped
to any other e~ectrodein the field.
‘l!wo-&ensionaI cIosed-open tunnel,—The setup for the
two-&mensionaI dosed-open tunnel with the lifting element,
on the center line is shown in figure 9(a). The walls of the
upstream closed region are represented by insulators, -which
establish that @=O at every point; hence, the condition&y
that o= J
“au
~dx=() at every point on theclosect botmdaryis
satisfied. ‘~he two free boundaries are represented by metal,
and electrically connecting them, as shown, satisfies the
further condition that they have the same potential (the same
u). The flow of current into the lower boundary then equals
the flow of current out of the upper boundary, so that the
ultimate downstream value of v wilI be the same on both up-
per and lower boundaries, as is desired. In fact, for the
symmetrical case iIIust.rated,the value of o will be the same
at aII pairs of opposite points on the t-ivo free boundaries;
so the boundaries ti be everywhere parallel. No speciaI
attention need be paid to the entrance lips; the entrance-lip
con~ltion is automatically satisfied since the potential u is
continuous at these points (although the potential gradients
at these points are infinite).
For the off-center position of the lifting element (fig. 9 (b))
no modification of the circuits is needed. The difference
bet-iveenthe potential in the upstream closed region and t-he
potential of the free bounclaries, which is the upstream per-
turbation velocity u, is measured with the aid of the probe P.
As in the symmetrical case, the ultimate downstream -%Jue
of v will be the same for both the upper and the lo-werbound-
aries; however, it is no longer true that the two boundaries
wilI be everywhere parallel, and the ultimate width of the
jet vrillbe different from the width of the closeclpart.
Two-dimensional closed-open-closed tunneL-The value
of v at the do-ivnst-rea.mend of the free bouuda.ry is given by
the total flow of current into the metal plate and, in general,
.
(b]
(n) Lfltfngelementon the centerIioe.
(b) Unsymmetricalocationof theliftingelement.
FIGURE9.—AcceIeration-pXentfalaoakgfesforthe two-dimensionalcImed-opentunnd.
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is not zero. At the lip of the closed exit, however, v must
be suddenly reduced to zero in order for the flow to follow
the solid boundary; hence, a short electrode must be added
at the exit lip, and as much.current must be forced out of it
M flows into the long electrode that represents the open
boundary-that is, the integral of ~ dx along the free bound-
ary must be canceled at the exit lip. The setup (fig. 10 (a))
therefore shows a voltage source to supply this current and
means for measuring and equalizing the current flow into
adjacent electrodes. If these additional short electrodes
are omitted, the setup wiJl correspond to a tunnel the exit
section of which has been alined with the deflected jet (fig.
10 (b)) because the condition that $=0 on the closed exit
boundary wculd merely permit v to remain at the value it
had at the end of the free boundary.
(a)
(d)
(a) Liftingelementon thecenterltie.
(b) Tunnsl arrangementhatcorre?~ods to omitttngtheadditiond shortstrips.
(c) Expondmgor contractingjet.
(d) Cnrvingjet.
FIOUBE10.—Acceleration-potentiaIs,nalo::mlc the two-dirneneionalclosed-open-closed
For the off~center position of the lifting surface, ~ sirnilar
setup is used and, as before, probes in the regions far up-
stream and far dovmstrea,mare used to determine the pohm-
tid u in these regions reIative to the potential of the free
boundary. Since these potentials far upstream and far
downstream will not be equal, an additional pe.rturbntion
field must be provided such that the sum of the two fields
will have the same potentiid in the two rcgious. This
additional perturbation fieId, which corresponds to a con-
traction or expansion of the jet, is provided by the setup
shown in figure 10 (c). It is clear from this figure t.lmt.the
downstream perturbation potential is much greater than tho
upstream perturbation pot entia.l; this result corresponds to
that indicated in the velocity-potential analogy.
The condition in which the pressure on tho lower free
surface is higher than that on the upper free surface is cnsily
represented by applying a voltage difference between the
two surfaces. (See fig. 10 (d).) The corresponding dis-
placement of the lower surface, however, is not so readily
r
au
obtained. The vertical velocity at ~very point is z ‘~’~
so that the displacement at each point is SS$ dx”d;; In
OtL
order to accomplish this integration ~ must be determined
at points along the boundary, perhaps by breaking the long
pIate into a number of short pieces nnd cletermiuing the
current flowing into each.
Three-dimensional closed-open and closed-open-closed
tunnels.—The analogies for the three-dimensional tunrds
are again obvious modifications of those for the two-climcn-
sional t@els. For tbc closed-open analogy, the free bouncl- .
ary may be represented by a single cylinder of metal (fig.
11 (a)). For the closecLopen-cIosccl analogy, the free
boundary must be represented by a number of separate
strips (fig. 11 (b)) in order that t.hc total current into each
strip may be measured and an equal current forced out of. the
short strip immediately behind it. Contraction or expansion
of the jet is represented as in the two-dimensional case, but ,
th6 setup that would correspond to diflerent pressures rdong
difl’erentstrips seems to have no practical significance in the
three-dimensional case.
Some form of this acceleration-potential analogy is prob-
ably the most convenient for solving problems similar to
that of the helicopter in the Langley fdl-sca-le tunnel.
Simply neglecting the exit, as with a closed-open tmmcl,
permits the free swla.ce to be represented by a single shceL .
of metal and eliminates any measurements of current flow to
or from the surface. Improved accuracy should be attain-
able by cutting the sheet into two parts with two short strips ‘
at the rear. (See fig, 11 (c).) The need for many strips
seems urilikely, at least in view of the previously mentioned
uncertain definition of the physical flow in the region of lhe
exit.
Correspondence between velocity-potential and emelera-
tion-potential analogies,-As has aheady been indicated,
the acceleration potential is identical with the x-componen~
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(a]
(b)
(c)
(d Closed- en tunneL
\(h) Own sectionrepresented y manykmgitudindstrips.
(c) Opensectionrepresentedby only two loutirn&d strips.
FM~E 11.—.Lccekratiopotentisfsfanalogyforthree-dimeneio@closed-opentunnelandtwo
approximate acederation-potentid amdcgies for thm+drrnenssonalclosed-own-closed
tmmels.The eked-open ansh~ may sfso be emssideredas an approximateanalogyfor
the clmed-pen-closedtunnel.
of the perturbation -relocity and is hence rnerely the
x-derivative of the perturbation-velocity potential. It is of
interest to point out. the related fait that the acceleration-
potential analogies are, in a sense, the x-derivatives of the
velocity-potential analogies. For example (see fig. 12),
(1) For the velocity-potential analogy, an inlinitely long
double layer represented a Iiftiug element. located at its
forward edge. The. difFerertcebetween two such double
Iayers, of which one is shifted slightly relative to the other,
is merely the short clouble layer that was used in the
acceleration-potential analogy.
(2) For the velocity-potential analogy, the free boundary
consisted of constant-potential strips on which the potentials
Minus +
(b) .
(a) Represents.tionof Ming element.
(b) Representationof open boundaryin dosed-open-closedtnnneL
FIGmE12.—Acceleration-potentklanalogiesasthetierence betweentwo ~ehcity-potentiaf
analogiessfightlyshiftedrelatke to emh other.
were so adjustecl that the gradient was zero at the leading
eclge. If each strip is no-r shifled and subtract eel, them
remains a.long strip, with a shorb strip at the front and back.
Since, in the velocity-potential a.nalo=g, the gradierk was
zero at the entrance lip, the short strip at the front may be
neglected. The remainder corresponds to the arrangement
used in the acceleration-potential a.ua.logy,smd the fact that
the total current after the subtraction must be zero corre-
sponds to the fact t-hat the total current out. of the shor~
strip must be made equal to the total current into the long
strip.
(3) When the hft~o element was off-center, the -i-elocity-
potential analogies required electrodes upstream and clomn-
strea.m -ivith uniform current flow along the upstream and
clo-irnstreamclosed regions. That the subtraction eliminates
these current flows corresponds to the fact t-hatno upstream
or clo-wnstream electrodes are used in the acceleration-
potential analogies.
TECHXICAL DIFFICULTIES .-
It should be pointed out.that the analogies herein described
may be rather untieIdy, experimentally. Even for the
simplest. types of analogies, the literature indicates con-
siderable uncertainty as to the most satisfactory electrolyte
and electrode materials, and appreciable difficulty in balanc-
~g Capacitances (alternati~o current is generaIIy used in
analogies in order to minimize polarization at the electrodes).
In the present analogies, the neeclfor separate current sources
that are exactly in phase and the large capacitances that
-iviLIcertainIy characterize the -rortex and the open-boundary
representations shoulcl greatly complicate the technique.
Perhaps the use of direct current instea.d of alternating
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current, with nonpolarizing electrodes (as platinized plati-
num), -would be a more practical approach in this respect.
Simultaneously satisfying the entrance-lip condition at a
number of points around the inlet (or satisfying the cor-
responding exit condition for the acceleration-potential
analogies) may also turn out to be very diflicult.
RfiSUMtiOF PART I
The most significant points of the preceding discussion of
open wind tunnels and their electrical analogies are as
follows:
1. Continuity of velocity at the lip of the entrance cone is
a basic characteristic of the flow in an open wind tunnel.
2, Equality of the velocities in the upstream and down-
stream closed regions is a further condition on the tunnel
flow if extraneous longitudinal pressure gradients are to be
avoidecl.
3. The velocity on the free surface need not be the same
as the velocity in th~ closed upstream region. In general,
the two velocities are the same only when the lifting element
lies in the plane of symmetry of the tunnel.
4. For the two-dimensional open tunnel the velocities on
the two free surfaces need not be equal. If the space beIow
the lower free surface is closed off, the pressure on the lower
free surface will adjust itself so that the displacement at
the exit lip is zero.
5. Considerable uncertainty exists with regard to condi-
tions at the exit or the mathematical equivalents of these
conditions, Correspondingly, certain compromises in com-
plying with the idealized downstream conditions may be
justified in a determination of boundary interference.
6. In any analysis that neglects the closed entrance and
exit regions, the condition of zero upstream induced flow
must be retained.
7, Electrical analogies of either the velocity-potential or
the acceleration-potential type may be devised to correspond
to most of the problems discussed.
8, In electrical analogies that represent veIocity potential
by electrical potential, the condition of continuity at the
entrance lip appears troublesome, especially for three-
dimensional tunneIs; however, the exit conditions are easily
represented.
9. In electrical analogies that represent acceleration
potential by electrical potential, the entrance-lip condition
is automatically satisfied but fulfillment of exit conditions is
troublesome. Rough approximation of the exit conditions
may, however, be adequate for many purposes.
10. Acceleration-potential amdogies are experimentally
simpler than velocity-potential analogies.
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II. TWO-DIMENSIONAL TUNNELS
In part II, boundary-induced velocities in two-dimensional
open tunnels are”derived with special reference to the cllkcts
of the closed entrance and exit regions. Of special int.crest
is the fairly simple mathematical procedure introduced for
solving flow problems of this type. The cases treated me:
(1) Tunnel with a closed entrance (upstream) region but
without a closed exit region
(2) Tunnel with a closed entrance region but with ordy one
exit lip (corresponding to a condition in which the downward
deflection of the flow is so large that the flow makes contact
only with the lower exit lip)
(3) Tunnel with closed entrance t-&dexit regions
(4) Same as case 3, but with different pressures on the
two free surfaces
Numerical results are given for all cmes,
SYMBOLSAND DIMENS1ONS
Each tunnel is idealized as a strip of uniform height h,
having a stream velocity V, and containing a point vortex
of strength I’. For simph.fication of the present develop-
ment, lengths and velocities wiI1 be made nondimensional
by dividing by h ancl V, respectively, and the vortex st,rcngt.h
will be made nondimensiomd by divicling by hV, Esscn-
tialIy, then, the solutions will be developed for a. vortex 01
strength I“ =~v in a tunnel of unit height; and in the follow-
ing list of symbols the lengths in the complex planes arc
in terms of h,
h
v
r
l-,
z
21
1!
A, B, C,M,N
r
r’
!yi(r,l-1)
gi(rl)
(2
WI .
and the complex velocities are-in txkns of V:
tunnel height
tunmd veIocity
complex vmiabIe of physical pkme (&+iq)
location of vortex in f-plane
complex variable of transformed plane (x+iy)
location of vortex in z-plane
complex velocity in physical plane (u—it!)
compIex velocity in transformed plane (u—iv)
real constants
vortex strength
()nondimensional vortex strength &.
induced complex velocity at t when vortex
k at (I
induced complex veIocity at ~1
abscissa of exit lip in transformed space
a complex velocity in the form of an elliptic
integral of the first kind
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W2
W3
1
~,
hr,K’
E, E’
F, F’
R.P.
1. P.
c
c1
e
u-b
a complex ve~oelt.yin the form of an e~iptic
integral of the second kind
a complex velocity
mmiableof integration
function dthed by equation (2)
complete elliptic integrrds of the first kind,
with modulus I/a
when not- followed by parenthesis, complete
elliptic integrals of the second kind, V&h
modulus I/a; with upper limit indicated
in parentheses, incomplete eIliptic integds
of the second kind, with modulus I/a
incomplete elliptic integrals of the fit kind,
with modulus l/a, and with upper limiti
indicated in parentheses
red part
imaginary part
airfoiI chord
airfoil lift coefficient
tunnel~hdueed dow.mva.shangle, radians
horizontal perturbation velocity at free
boundary
BOUNDARYCONDITIONS
The two-dimensional tunnels discussed are considered to
have their fked and free boundaries parallel to the real axis
with the main tunnel flow from left to right. The physical
plane (in which lengths and velocities have been ma-denon-
dimensional as just described) will be designated the f-plane,
with the complex perturbation velocity u —iv, or g(f), subject
to the following conditions:
(I) On each fixed (or closed) boundary, I.P. q(f) =–v=O.
(2) On each free (or open) boundary, R.P. q(r) =u=O or a
constant.
(3) At each lip of the closed entrance section, q(r) is
continuous.
CASEI—CLOSED-OPEN‘rUNNEL
Total perturbation velocity—By the transformation
z = e~~ (1)
the tunne~in the t-plane, represented by an “ir&nitely long
str~p of unit height, is transformed to the upper half of t-he
.z-pla.ne. The correspondence between points is shown in
fig~e 13.
~-plane
A’ B’ c’
————_ ———_——
— -
iv
A i?
——————— ————
— —
. z,
z-prone
CY——————————
,+ -..--------sx
. 21
FIGGRE13.—Physicafond transformed3pace3for hro-dfmemkmd clmed-open
tunnelof tit hefght. z=wr.
The complex velocity (rather than the more usual complex
potential) is considered to be retained in the transformation,
and the problem is thus to find a function Q(z), -where
lb-iD=Q(z)=cf(~)
such that
(1) On the closed sections of the boundary, that is, for z
real and [z[<l,
I. P. Q(Z)=O
(2) On the open sections of the boundary, that is, for .sreal
and Izl>l,
R. P. Q(z)=o
(3) For z=+l,
Q(z)=o
(4) Q(z) is finite at in&dty.
Consider the complex velocity G(z) corresponding to a
vortex at z 1and its reflection at 21:
(2)
This function, which is of order l/zz at infinity, satisfies
conditions (1) and (4) but not (2) and (3). Functions of the
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form ~-, z ~~z~ 1~. s~tisfy conditions- (1), (2), and
(3). At infinity, ~~ is of order z and z ~~’ is of
order Z2;therefore, either of the products G~~; “Gz~,
or a linear combination of the two satisfies the four condi-
tions and has a pole of the first order at ,s~. These facts
suggest.that the desired velocity function is of the form
Q(z)= (:Z,- z~z,———) (A+ Bz)J-i=2 (3)
where A and B are as yet undetermined real constants,
The values of A and B nxe to be determined such that the
pole at ZI represents a vortex af strength I“ in the f-plane.
Thus
where the inte@al is taken about the point. ,sl. By Cauchy’s
intesmd formula
r’=—2(A+Bz1) -
21
(4)
The values of r’ and ZI are known, so that this complex
equation can be solved for the two real constants A and B.
$hlbstituting these values in equation (3) wilI‘thus give the
desired complex velocity function.
Tunnel-interference velocity,—The tunnel-interference ve-
locity is defined as the difference between the total perturba-
tion velocity q(r) due to the presence of the vortex in the tun-
nel and the velocity due to a vortex in an unbounded medium;
that is, the tunnel-interference velocity qt(~,~l) is
(
1
)gi(t, tl)=i +–=1 (A+ Rz)-v=2+
o?
. 27r(f-fj
(q
If the vortex is on the axis of the .turmel (that is, if
‘)h=h+;
then from equation (l), zI=igl, and
equation (4) gives
(6)
If the point of evaluation is also on the axis (that is,
.
)
f= t+ ~~whence z =iy , then
Thus, if the vortex is on the axis, the interference velocity at
all points on the axis has only a verticcd component.
The interference velocity at the vortex itself is the limit of
expression (5) as z approaches Z1. The term containing ,Z-ZI
offers no difficulties and its limit is readily evaIuated:
where t~c kist equality follows from equaLion (4). The
remainder of equation (5), after r(~ —f,) is replnccd by
log ~, is ‘
[
~ (A+Bz) ~~z+ r’
1
— =
Z—Z1
2 log:
L4+.Z3Z)d= log ;+; (z– ZI)
i —
(Z–ZJ log:
This expression is of the form ~ for z= z,. Differentiating
numerator and clenominator, according to L’H6spital’s rule,
stfi leaves both cqua] to zero at z=zl (that the dcrivnt.ive of
the denominator is zero at z= ZIis obvious; that the clcriva-
tive of the numerator is also zero at z ZIcan be verified with
the aid of equatiori (4) ). A second cliffcrcntiat.ionyickls the
following expression for the limit as z approac.hcsz,:
This fraction can be greatly simplified by usc of equation (4),
and the result, added to the previously derive-dlimit, gives
the desired correction at the vortex:
For the special case in which the vortex is on the tunncl
axis (z=iy), this expression reduces to the foIIowirg form ‘
(after substituting for B from equation (6)):
( ‘)qf~+;.–g._& (9}
Upstream perturbation velocity,—If the vortex is DOL on
the tunnel axis, A wiI1not be zero (compare equation (6)).
The tunnel interference velocity far upstream in the closed
part of the tunnel is found by putting f= – ~ and Z=(I in
equation (5), which then recluces to
which is real. For this unsyrnmet.ricalcase, therefore.,a finite
longitudinal perturbation velocity is founcl far upstream in
the closed part. As was pointed out in pnrt 1, such results
appear because the problem was set up so that theIongitudinal “
perturbation velocity on the open boundary is zero. If .
the velocity far upstream in the closed part is to bc lakcn
as the base, t-heresuIt means merely that the longituclimd
velocity on the open boundary excccds this base vcloci~y by ~
2Ayl
— and that there is a corresponding dlfferencc in pressure
].%12
between the closed part and the space surrounding the jet. “
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Limiting case of completely open tunneL-With increasing
distance of the vortex from the closed entrance (that is,
./
with increasing YJ, expression (9) approaches —~- b was
pointed out in part I, the image system normally used to
satisfy the boundary condition on an in.fl.dely long, open,
two-dimensional tunnel produces no induced flow at tke
vortex itself, and onIy after introduction of the adclitiona.1
condition that the upstream flow be horizontal is this value
of —g for the iucluced-flow correction obtained. In the
present developrnent, however, it is seen that the condition of
continuity at the entrance lips automatically tdces care
of this condition on the upstream flow direction, even when
the entrance and the vortex are inEnitely far a.pa.rt.
No further discussion of the completely open tunneI -rilI be
given here inasmuch a.s this case has been adequately
treated by the method of images. (See reference 6, p. 302.)
CASE2—TUXNELVWl?HONE l?IXEDEXIT BOUNDARY
Perturbation velocity.—.ls before, the trmsforma.tion
z= e~rtransforms the tunnel, considered as an infinite strip
of unit height, into the upper half of t-he z-pla.ne. The
correspondence between points is shown in figure 14. The
conditions on the complex -relocity Q(z) are:
(1) On the real a=, I.P.Q(z)=O for —l<z<l and
for z>a.
@) On the real axis, R. P.Q(z)=O for .z<-1 and for
~<~<~..
(3) For z= +1, Q(z)=O.
(4) Q(z) is finite everywhere in the upper hti-pkme except
at s=a and at ~=z,. As noted in part I, Q(z) -d be infinite
at ~=~.
< -pfcme
A’ 3’ c’_——. —————————————.—— —
z-,dme
. 3%
FIGURE14.—Physicolsnd trsmfotmed spacesfor cvrodfmauionsl tunwl ofwithefght
with oneefit bomduy. z=e.f.
The function G(z), given by equation (2), will again be
used as a factor that is real along the entire real axis and
has the desired type of singularity a.t Z1. The functions
\E’n%lZ
change from pure real to pure imagin-
ary as z passes through +1 or through a.,and, furthermore,
are zero a.t z= + 1 and infinite at z = a. At infinity they
are of order zlIZand Z31Z,respectively. Therefore, asbefore,,—
a l.inem combination of G(~)l/~and G(z)z1/~
satisfies the preceding conditions and has a poIe of the first
orcler at z1. Q(z) is therefore of the form
(Q(z)=i +-“—zl -+)(’+’2)= “0)
The real constants A and 1? are determined by the same
condition as before, which gives
(11)
Tunnel-interference velocity.-The interference -wIocity
gdr,rJ is the Werence betw-een the pert~bation velocity
and the velocity due to a vortex located at the same point in
an unbounded medium:
–-+(A+BZMZ+2.(E*J(
1
gi(r,rL)=~
Z—ZL 2—21
(12)
This expression cloes not simplify appreciably if the vortex
is located on the a.sis,and the interference velocity at a point
on the axis due to a vortex on the asis is not norms-I to the
a.ti.
The interference -relocity at the vortex itself is the Emit
of expression (12) as z approaches z1. Proceeding as in the
preceding case gi~es
It.may be shown with the aid of equation (11) that this equa-
tion reduces to that for the c~osed-open turmel as a-goes to
icflnity.
CASE3—CLOSED-OPEX-CLOSEDTUNNEL
Perturbation velocity,—The transformation z=ez~ tra-ns-
forrns the tunnel space into the upper ha.Ifof the z-plane with
correspondence between points as indicated in flame 15.
The boundary conditions on the complex velocity Q(z) are:
(1) On the real axis, I.P.Q(z)=O for Izl<l and for Iz[>a.
(2) On the real asis, R.P.Q(z)=O for l<]zl<a.
(3) For z=+l,Q(z)=O.
(4) Q(z) is finite everywhere in the upper half-plane except
at z= +a and at z=zI.
(5) Q(O)=Q( cu), (this equation corresponding to the
conchtion noted in part I that the perturbation velocities
in the upstream and downstream closed regions be the same).
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Fmurm15.-Physicalrmdtrm.wformeds acesforsymmetricsl two-dirnensionrdclosed-open-
Jclosedtun.u of unit height. z=wt.
The function G(z) given by equation (2) is again used as
a factor of Q(z). The functions
J=zd=, and
4
1—22
z’ ~, satisfy conditions (1), (2), and (3) and are of
orders 1, z, and Z2 at infinity, respectively. By the same
reasoning as before,
)()(z)=~ (+–* (A+ Bz+C&) 4 ~ (1:4)
The condition that the pole of the first order at ZIrepresents
a vortex of strength r’ is
dr~=_2@+BZ~+CZ]q —1—21’—.—21 a’–zl’ -(15)
Condition (5) is satisfied by equating ihe two forms of
equation (14) for z equal to zero and equal to infinity. Thus
)Q(o)=i (–:++ ;
—2y1 A.W= ---
=–2@
whence, by condition (5)
–2yl A
,.4’ ~=–2Ylc
or
(16)
The complex equation (15) and the real equation (16) suffice
for evaluating the three red constants A, B, and (7 in
equation (14).
Tunnel interference velocity,—The tunnel interference
velocity is
(17)
If the vortex is on the tunnel axis, that is, if Zl=iyl, cqun-
tion (15) gives
dI“ az+yl’‘ B= –y 1+y?
(18)
C?ornpar@g this last equation with equation (16), which
reduces to the following form for Z1=iyl
~_ A
q’\
shows that for this symmetrical case
c
A=C=O
since, as is clear from figure 15, a # 1.
ity at a point on the axis (z=ig) due
is thus
The interference vcloc-
to a vortex on t.hc mis
-whichis normal to the mxis.
The interference velocity at the vortex itself is
of expression ,(17) as z approaches z1. Proceeding
gives -
.-
.
4
— .-
@+2cz,) -+*]
the limit
as before
(20)
For the case in which the vortex is on the.
the normal velocity at the free boundary
1<z<a) is given by
(z=z, where
(y&)={ (*–* )4 l-x’Bx ~
or
(21)
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CASE 4—CLOSED-OPEN-CLOSED TUNNEL WITH UNEQUAL
PRESSURESON THE FREESURFACES
Boundary conditions.-As indicated in part I, t-he two-
dimensiond closed-open-dosed tunnel may develop unequal
pressures on t-he two free surfaces if a closed space exists
below the lower free surface. lVit-hin the limits of the
present linear theory, this pressure chthrence corresponds to
superposing on the flow discussed in the preceding section an
additional perturbation velocity field Q(s) that
(1) Has no singularities within the tunnel
(2) Satisfies the condition of continui~ at the inlet lips
(3) EIas a horizonta-1component equal to, say, +1 on the
upper free boundary and —1 on the lower free boundary
(4) Has no vertical component on the closed boundaries
(5) Is zero at infity upstream and domnstrea.m
Rewritten as conditions on the complex velocity Q(z) in
the z-plane (fig. 15), these conditions become:
(I) Q(z) has no singularities in the upper half of the
z-plane.
(2) Q(z)=O at.z=*1.
(3) On the real atis, Q(z)=–1 for l<z<a, and
Q[z)=+l for –a<z<–l.
(4) On the real asis, I-P. Q(z)=O for IzI<l and for
]z[>a.
(5) Q(z)=O for z=O and for z= o.
Outline of method,—Coneider the foUowing t-ivofunctions
of Z
“W’=llzd=dz
They can be considered as complex velocities having the fol-
lotig properties a.long the red axis (compare reference 10):
WIis real between 1 and —1; between 1 and a or between
—1 and —a, its real part is constant but an imagimuy part
is introduced; beyond a or –a, the imaginary part
is constant while the red part approaches zero;
R. P.wI(z)= –R.p.w,(–z) ; I.P.w,(z) =1.P.u1(–z).
WZhas the same properties as WI except t-hat beyond a
and —a its real part approaches CGand — ~, respectively.
Maps of the two functions are shown in figure 16. It.
should obviously be possible to find a linear combination of
these two functions, 211WI+IVW,,such that for l<2<a
R. P. (~~W,+hTW,)= – 1
for –a<z<–l
R..P. @~W,+A~W,)= + 1
and beyond a or —a
A
is
1.P. (.MW,+NW,)=O
simple additional function WSto be discussed subsequently
needed to satisfy the condition at infinity. The desired
iy z-plone
I
D’ C’C D
Wl (Z)
l?’ AiA B
FXGFR~16.LM8P2of the functionsm(z) and w(z).
velocity function for the dosed-open-closed tunnel with
nnequal pressures is thus of the form:
Q(Z)=IMW,(Z)+NW*(Z) +W,(z)
The constants M and IV are derived in the two following
sections.
Evaluation of integrals.-In the foHo-iving development,
the modulus of all the elliptic integra.lsis I]a; the modulus
w31 therefore not be indicated in the smnbols. In the
designations for the incomplete eUiptic in;egrak, E, E’, F,
and F’, the terms in pa.rent-hesesare the upper limits of
integration. Then
J
I dz ‘
wl(l)=R.P.wl(a)= lK
o 4(1–zW-zq=;
w2(l)=R.p.w2(al=~,gd.=.E
.
J
dz
I.P.wl(a)= ‘
1 ~~(1—z~(az—z~
which by the substitution Zz= a2—(a2- 1) /2reduces to
Jil dt i 7,
— =—aLJ( h(1–12) l–~ r’) a
“w,(a)=laG’z
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which by the substitution 3 =az— (az—1)22reduces to
~1’ ‘ ~l,=ia ~ - dl
S4
–112
‘aJ’J’’-:(’-%”) ‘J(’-’’(’-%’’)-’a ; 1 ‘:;2 “=iaK’-iaE’
Solution of simultameous equations for M and A? –With the aid of the four formulas just derived, the two previously
mentioned equations in ill and iV may be written
~K+NaE= – 1
~ K’+NaK’–NaE’=O
which are easily solved simultaneously for ill and N. By introducing the following relation between the corqdet.e clliptic
integrals (reference 11, p. 520)
EK’ –KK’ +KE’=;
the expressions for M and N are finally obtained in the following forms:
M=% (K’–E’)
N=-=
atr
Value of Mwl + NwSat infinity,—The constants M and iV have been determined so that I.P.(MwI +Nw2) =0 ahinfiuity;
furthermore, R. P.&!w,=O at infinity, ”as is clear from figure 16. Therefore, tho value of -k!w,+Nm St in6nity is merely
R. P.iVw, at infinity. It is necessary”to investigate this limit before choosing the form of w8, because, as was preciously
noted, the purpose of w~is to provide Q(z)= Oat infinity. The Iimit may be written
w=z+~rl=d”R.P.NW,(-)=N
The first term is simply iVaE. In order to evaluate the seci!nd term, substitute z=;
l
JdN“ S4~dz =Na2 1
~ dl—— .
a — o az—lZP
J
1–12
=Na2 1 dl. . _
~ J(I –P)(a’–lz) F
J
= _~a2 1 ‘ dl
s
1 dl
0 d(l –1’)(a2–F)+Na2 o 12J(1—t’)(a’-t’)
The first term is –NaK. In order to evaluate the second term, it is noted (reference 12) that
.-
d J(1 –1’)(a’-j~ l’–a’
—.
.2 P-a’ a2
a 1 ‘lZ\/(l–l~(a’–l’)=l’~(l–jj(a”’-z’)+~/(1–2~(a2–12)+ J(1 –P)(a’–t’)
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Transposing terms in this equation gives
whence
The first two terms on the right are exactly canceled by the
two terms previously obtained, so that the final result is
lim R.P.Nw,(z)=h&V
l’(1–F)(a’–ltl’
z+- Z iO
=lim Nz
z+=
~m)
=h ~Z _~ a2+ 1
()
—— . . .
2-= g ~
Derivation of w*3.—Inorder to cancel the effect of the
terms .&fwl+Nioz at infinity, the function us must approach
—It.P.Nu**(z) as z increases without limit. .In addition, it
must have- no singukities in the upper half of the z-pl~ne,
it must satisfy the condition of continuity at z= +1, it must
be a pure real on the fixed boundaries and a pure imaginary
on the free boundaries, and it must be zero at z=O. It, is
readily formulated as .
That this function satides the first condition is readily shown
by writing it in a slight,ly different form and e-xpanding the
radical:
/1
d d1
——
lim-fiz
1—22
—=lim-1N2
22
z+- a2—z2 ~+=
1 –$
(=lim—Nz “1+= iz’ +..”)z-=
=Ifi-hrz – N(a2– 1)
~~ ‘.”.z-. .
Comparison of this expression with that for lim R.P.iVic2(z) -
z+=
shows that the difference between the two espressiona
approaches zero M z approaches infinity. That the function
satisfies t-he remaining conditions is readily verified by
inspection.
The complex velocity function for t-he closed-open-dosed
hmnel with unequal pressures is, fins.1.ly,
or
where the modulus of the elliptic integrals is I/a.
Induced velocity on the, axis.-For the special case in
-which z=iy, the preceding equations for Q reduce to a
somewhat simpler form. The procedure will be only out-
lined herein, inasmuch as the manipulative steps are similar
to those already described.
Replacing z with iy in the expression for WIand then sub-
2
stituting yz=~ —aa reduces the first term to
[ (+2)1:(K’ –E’) K’ –F’
The samesubstitutions, together with thepreviouslydescribed
technique from reference 12, reduce the second term to .
The thircl term is found directly as
2iK’
-d
1+yz
a%r y
1+$
The total simplifies to the form
‘(iy)=T’E’(J’24
.
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Normal velocity and normal displacement at the free
surface.—The normal velocity on the free surface may be
mitten in the fol~owihgform:
1
—-- ---
. ..2
By the substitution of zz=az– (az– 1)12, the integrals are
readfiy reduced to standard forms of incomplete eUiptic
integrals, and the equation takes the form
-42iK’ x X2– 1— ----- .—a27r 1 x’—~ (25)
The normal displacement, or distortion, of the free surface
is found by integrating this expression along the free surface
in the physical plane:
NormaI displacement at x= J‘I. P. Q(x) d~1
S= ;I.P. Q(z):
The integral may be evaluated numerically; however, the
third term of I. P. Q(z) is amenable to analytiwd treatment:
JJ2~Kl z Xz–l dx 2~K’ x ““x2–1 d~ ““ ““”—— x — —=. _ _a2r 1 1 X2lrx J~a27? 1——
az 1–$
At the edge of the exit Iip, where x=a, this expressionreduces
to
-%(’’-:)
NUMERICALRESULTS
In the foIIowing sections
resilts that were computed
are described some numerical
by the preceding equations in
.
order to show the magnitudes of the enhmce and exit eflkcts.
With regmd to sign, it will be noted that a contraclockwise
vortex has been considered positive, in keeping -with the
usual mathematical notation. TVith a positive (left-to-
right) tunmd velocity VJ such a vortex corresponds to a
negative lift. The corresponding induced velocity v wiI1,
for the tunnels under discussion,be positive (upward); hence,
if e represents downumh angle, it will be negnt.ivej but the
ratio e/cawiI1be positive.
It maybe noted further that, since the complex velocity
has been made nondimensional by dividing by V’, t.hc com-
ponent v is identical with —q in radians, and the componenb
u is the fractional increase in the horizontal velocity. The
equivalence of the two ordinate. scales indicated in the plots
of the results follows from the equation relating vortex
strength and lift:
cc~—=——;7 2
Closed-open tunnel.—In figure 17 me shown crdculntecl
values of the induced downwmh angle tdong t-hetunrd axis
for various positions of the lifting vortex along the axis. Tllc
figure shows that for &=1.0 and 1.5, the incluccclangles at
the vortex itself (f= 1.0 and 1.5, iespcctidy) arc ahnost
exactly $ which is the value for an infinitely long open tun-
nel; and, furthermore, the two curves me synunctrical about
the point ~=&. In fact, within the accuracy of the plot,
these two curves me identical with the curve for an infinitely
long open tunnel. It may be concluded that the C1OSCC1cn-
trmme has no effect if the vortex is more than one tunnel
height from the entrance. For &=0.5, which is a more
likely location of the wing, the inducccl velocity t-d t=& is
0.48r’, and the curve is no longer exactly symmetrical
about the point g=&; however, these cliflerenccs from the
conditions for the infinitely long open tunnel are too small
to be practically significant, so that the usual infinite-opcn-
tunnel theory is still adequate for &=O.5. II’or & lCSSthan
0.5, the deviations from infinite-open-tunnel theory become
larger rapidly untiI, when the vortex is in the pkmc of the
entrance (&= O), the induced angle at the point f=& is
11/
A similar discussion applies for the vortex in the closed
portion of the tunnel (&l< O),although this case normaI1yhas
no practical significance. For &= —1, the induced angles
in the neighborhood of the vortex are practically iden~ical
with those for an intlnitely long closecl tunnel; however, in
the open region (t> O), the curve is considerably different
from that for the infinitely long closed tunnel (shown m the
dashed curve in fig. 17).
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Disi’ante f~om en fronce, ~, units of tunnel he[ghf
FIGUBE17.—Tunnel-indncedangleon axisof twdirnmaioMI elosedapentnnnelwith vortexat severfdlocdiona &longexfs.
Symmetrical closed-open-closed tunnel.-In figure 18
are shown siro.dar cur-t-es for a symmetrical closed-open-
c.losed tunnel of which the length of the open section is
1.5 times the tunnel height. All curves show a sharp reduc-
tion in the induced angle as the closed exit is approached and
entered; however, for &<l, the closed etit has practically
no efTect on the induced velocities at and upstream of the
vortex. The induced a.ngle at the vortex decreases rapidly
as the vortex moves downstream from about &=1.0 and is
s
~ in the plane of the exit (El= 1.5).
Closed-open-closed tunnel with one exit lip.-l?igure 19
shows results for a tunnel similar to that.just discussed except
that one exit lip is omitted. The two curves shown are very
similar to the correspondi~~ curves for t-he synunetricsd
condition. As was pointed out. earIier, the horizontal com-
ponent of the induced velocity on the axis is not zero for this
unsymmetrical configuration. Values of this horizontal
component have been plotted in figure 20 for the same two
vortex Iota.tione as in figure 19. The -dues are seen to be
very small in the for-wardpart of the tunnel but become quite
large in the neighborhood of the exit lip. The effect is con-
sistent with the concept of the e-xitlip as a concentration of
-rortices having total strength equal and opposite to that of
the bound vortex and syving thereby to turn the air back to
its original direction. The fact that the two curves are prac-
tictilly identical lends further support to this viewpoint.
Comparison of the three tunnel types. -In figure 21
are compared the induced-angle curves for &=O.5 and 1.0
for the three t.unml types just discussed. It is seen that the
clifferencesare sIight up to about f= 1.0; beyond this va.luethe
curves for the closed-pen tunnel continue to rise, while the
others descend rapidIy. The effect of t-heclosed,tit is some-
what larger for the tunnel with two exit lips than for the
tunnel ~th one exit.lip. Although the induoed anglesbecome
slightly negative in the dovmetrea.mclosed region, t-heyeven-
tually return to zero.
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Symmetrical closed-open-closed tunnel with unequal pres-
sures on the two free surfaces. -By means of equation (24)
cakulat,ions were made of the induced vertical velocities
on the asis of a closed-open-closed tunnel of jet length equal
t.o 1.5 times the tunnel height and havhg equaI and opposite
horizontal perturbation velocit.ies (—tihand UJ on the upper
and lower free surfaces, respectively. The results are plot-
ted in figure 22. The curve shows that-the vert.icaIvelocity
component (or the induced angle) has an a.hnost linear
variation along the axis, which corresponds to the fairly
uniform curvature of the jet that would be expected to result
from the pressure difference between the upper and lower
surfaces. For this same condition, the integraI of the normal
velocity along the free surface (equation (25)), which is the
downward dispkcement. of the jet boundary at the exit lip,
-ivasfound to be 3.89uh.
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FIGUREZ2,-TrmneI-indnccdvertical velocity v on axis of iymrnetricaftwo-dimensional
closed-open-closedtunnel having additionalvelocitiesof -u k rmduE.on the upper and
lower free boundaries,respectively. Length of open section is 1.5 tiies tunnel height.
For a vortex ~’ located at &=0.5 in the equal-pressure
case, the integral of the normal velocity along the free surface
(equation (21)), which is proportional to the upward dis-
placement of the jet boundary at the exit lip, was found to be
1.2or’. Accordingly, zero displacement at the exit, cor-
responding to the existeace of a closed space above or below
the jet (see part I), will result if the flow described in the
preceding paragmph is superposed on the equal-pressure
flow in such proportion that 3,89uh=l.201”; that is,~=0.31.
The corresponding effect on the induced angle at g=& is
found as follows: at $=&= 0.5,$ for the equal-pressure case
(fig. 1,8)is 0.48. From figure 22, ~at $=0.5 for the unequal-
preesure case is – 1.44. Since 0.31 X – 1“.44=–0.45, it is
seen that, if spiilage at the exit lip is preventecl, the induced
velocity ~ tho region of the vortex is nearly eliminated. A
simikmcomparison of the slopes of the curves in figures 18
and 22 in the neighborhood of f= 0.5 shows that the induced
curvature in the region of the vortex is also nearly eliminated.
R6sumi5of numerical results,—The induced angle at the
lifting vortex is essentially that for an fiite open jet if the
vortex is more than half the tunnel height from the entrance
and the exit. The induced angles for case 2 (one fkd exit
boundary) are.nearly the same as for case 3 (symmct,ricfd
exit), so that any failure of the flow to contact the uppm exiti
lip should not appreciably affect the tunnel correction,
Finally, for case 3, if enough of the different-pressure flow is
added to assurezero displacement of the free bounckwy at the
exit (that is, if spillage at the exit is prevented, as by encios;
ing the space into which the spihge woukl normally occur),
the induced angle at the voi%cx maybe nearly eliminated.
III. CIRCULAR TuNNELs
In part III an outline is given of a general method for
calculathg the bonndary effect in an open circular t,umd 01
finite jet length. The solution, involving expansions- in
Bessel functions, is somewhat similar to the sohd.ion for a
closed circular tunnel (reference 13) but is constructed so that
it satisfies the condition of uniformity of pressure over the
open boundary and also the condition of continuity of
velocity at the entrance lip. Numerical rcsults are given for
a lifting element on the tunnel axis.
SYMBOLS
rectangular coordinates in units of the tunnel radius
with origin at lifting element (see fig. 23) .
cylindrical coordinates (see fig. 23)
.$-coordinateof entrance and exit lips, respc~tivcly
variable of integration
variable of integration (see reference 13)
disturbance potential associated with body (or with
vortex system)
tunnel-induced potential
tunnel-induced potential in closed circular tunncl
residual potentitd (@—@c) .
Bessel function of the first.kincl of order m
constant longitudinal perturbation velocity on free
surface
mthFourier sine coefficient of ~1, ,
.
t)~>*
mth Fourier cosine coefficient of —
ap ,=~
nth coefficient in series for ~~‘n(f)
.sthzero of rJ~’ (not including the zero at the origin)
?.@~+@~)
mth Fourier sine coefficient of — at p-1
Z@r’1-’hc)
mth Fourier cosine coefficicd of —
P-1
(~:Rii”2)
tunnel-induced velocity parameter —
density of fluid
lift of lifting element
tunnel-induced velocity normal to the .%-plane
free-stream velocity
tunnel radius
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FIGLTLEz3.-Circcdw clceedqmkelased turmelshowingcoordhmtesmteme.
ANALYSIS
I&’TRODCCTIOX
In the a.nalysieof the three-dimensiond, circular, closed-
open-closed tunnel, an appreciable simp~cation resuhs when
‘ t-he tunuei axis lies in the plane of t-he horseshoe vortex.
For off-center locations of the horseshoe -rortex, or for a
source-sink body on the axis, or for the general unsymmetrical
disturbance, certain complications arise that are related to
the fact. that the pressure on the free boundary is then not
equal to the pressure at + w in the closed parts of the tunnel.
That is, for these cases, if the net perturbation ve~ocity is
zero far upstream and downstream in the closed parts of the
tunnel, a constant longitudhd perturbation velocity u # O
fl exist on the free surface. (See parts I and 11.) A
simiIar complication resuhe for a source in a completely
closed tunnel when it is Lreatedby the method of reference 13.
The analysis described in the follow-kg section is applicable
directly to the case in which the tunnel axis lies in the plane
of the horseshoe vortex and for which the longitudinal per-
turbation -relocity on the free surface is zero. (See part 1.)
In the succeechng section me derived the additional terms
needed for the solution of the more general problem. The
si~ficance of t-he titles of these two sections -wilIbecome
clear in the analysis.
CYLIXDRIC~LLYSY>lME~R1~TERMO%lITTED
Boundary conditions and formal expression for @~.—The
solution is developed in cykd.rical coortiates (g, P} O Where
the .$+&s coincides with the tunnel axis ancl 8 is measured
from the horizontal pIane. The relations of these coordinates
to the rectangular coordinates ($, ~, ~) are indicated in fig-
ure 23. The distance -rariables & ~, c, and p are considered
in units of the tunnel radius.
Let %(g,plt?) be the disturbance velocity potential asso-
ciated with the lift.iugbody in unlimited space (in particular,
the velocity potentitd of a horseshoe vortex). It is desirecl
to fid a function @(&p,L9), harmonic inside the cylinder
p= I, for which (see part 1)
?)(@,+@)
bp I
=0 (f<a,E>b)
P=l
@*-+@)
Ia: ,=,
=0 (a<~<b)
where the region f<a, t>b is the closed portion of the tun-
nel and a<$<b is the open portion of the tunnel. In addi-
tion, according to the condition of continuity at t-heentrance
—
lip (part I) the deri~ative ~ ,=1 must be continuous at
g=a. The function @ is then the velocity potentia.I of the
additional flow due to t-hetunnel boundary.
The function @is conveniently considered in two parts:
where @c is t-heknown tunnel-induced pokential for the same
vortex system in a-completely closed circular tunnel (refer-
ence 13). The deterroining conditions for % are then
(1) A@.=o (p<l)
($<a, O’~)
(4) ~,=, =0 (.$=a)
The function @dmaybe eqy-essedformalIy (seereference 13) as
where g~ cl](g)and g~(a (g) are, respectidy, the mth sine and
M.
cosine coefficients of the Fourier series for —bp .=1
and q and
B are variables of integration. The integr~tions over p
would, in general, have the range — ~ t-o + ~; however,
condition (2) shows that the functions g~” (P), j= 1, 2, are
zero from — CCIto a and from b to + co. The convergence
of this function and its derivatives to the desired function
ib~and its derivatives is discussed in the appendix of ref-
erence 13. A modification is necessary because of the dis-
continuity in~[p=l that may exist at E= b. For this case,
the desired convergence may be proved for regiona bounded
away from the circle p= 1, ~= b.
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The assumption of zero perturbation velocity on the sur-
face of the jet is equivalent to the assumption that the ex-
pansion of-~@~l in a Fourier series in 8 contains no
~=1
term independent of 0. For this reason no m=O term ap-
pears in expansion (26). The next section discusses the
somewhat special treatment that is required when the
Fourier series contains a term independent of 6.
Evacuation of g~(~~(~).—The function lb~ given in the
precedhg equation satisfies conditions (1) and (2) regard-
less of the precise form of the functions g~u)(.$). It is now
desired to find the functions g~(~)(g) for a<f<h such that
@~ will satisfy conditions (3) and (4). To this end the
functions are represented by infinite series of the form
Since g~(~)(a) thereby equals zero, condition (4) is auto-
matically satisfied.
Substituting this series in equation (26) gives
@A=~ ~, [hmntljPmn(.g,p)sin md+h~a(’).p~. ($,P) cos ret?]
‘m=ln=o
(28)
where
and, for n # O,
In the evaluation of these two expressions, the inner integrals
may be found analytically and the outer integrals, which
converge rapidly, may be found numerically. It is possibie,
however, by means of contour integration similar to that
discussed in reference 14 to transform the infinite integrals
into infinite series that are more convenient for the present
purpose. The contour integration and the resulting infinite
series are given in appendix A.
Differentiating equation (28) with respect to &and taking
p= 1 gives
(29)
The constants h~. (flare to be determined so thakcondition (3)
is satisfied. For this purpose the
expanded in a Fourier series in &
Equating coefficients in equations
satisfy condition (3) then gives
?ne+?’m(~($Cosm?] (30)
(29)and (30) in order to
It is assumed th~t the functions ~~(O(~) can be satisfactorily
approximated by a finite number of terms of these series.
?lP,nn(g,l)
This assumption seems reasonable, inasmuch as ~g
is bounded as n approaches infinity (seb appendix B) and
h~fi(5)approaches zero as n approaches infinity. Thus,
aPmn(&l)
r#J($)=$jhJfi
n=0 at
bPmn(&l)
The functions r~~) ($) and at me computed at a set
of points {g~], i=O, 1, 2, . . . I, where lZA? The cocilicicnts
h~,f~)are then determined (method of least squares) so that
the expression
is a minimum for all values of m and j. I!’or each pair of
vahwe of m and j, this condition gives l?+ 1 cqua.tions for
the ~+ 1 unknowns h~o(~),h~l‘~) . . . h~Nu), as the N+ 1
partial derivatives with respect to fi~.~~ must be c.qunl to
zero. These equations are
(IC=0,1,2,...N)
Remarks on the computations,-The points {t{} and the
value of N me chosen so that the addition of more points and
increasing the value of N will no longer appreciably aflect
the resuits. It is clear that the point $=b camnot be used
and that care must be taken not to choose too large a pro-
portion of the points {&} in the neighborhood of &a. and
.g=b; any such attempt to describe more accurately the
infinite values of gn(~)(g) at t=b or of its derivatives at
~=a and ~=b. with a finite number of coefficients will cause
a large error in the approximations to g~u)(~) elsewhere in
the interval a<g<b.
.
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Since the functions r~ ‘a (g) rapidly approach zero as m ap-
proaches infinity, the preceding- eq&t,iorw need be solved for
only a snd number of values of m. The values of h~~‘a
thus obtained can be used to give an approximation to the
function ib~(equation (28]):
.U Y
@A= >—:~ [hmn(l)Pmn(g,p) sin me+hm?l~ Pm. ($,p) Cosme]
m=l 71=0
(31)
by desired interference velocity may now be obtained by
differentiating this series term by term and adding the re-
sults to the corresponding interference velocity for the closed
tunnel.
The vertical induced velocity in the
is simply
plane of symmetry
for points on the right side of the tunnel axis, or
w. 1 *.-1?)fCo=‘i be,9..
for points on the left side of the tunnel ati. bspection of
equation (31) shows immediately that the d-derivative of the
second term in the bracket is zero for either case and the
contribution of the first term is
1 m.+—— J y, +, TnLn(’’pmn.(E,P)
p aL9 ,g=o p m=l II=O
or
Furthermore, all verticaI velocities on the axis itself maybe
obtained by considering only m= 1, bectmse
hfim~ P.. (&,p) =0 (m>l)
The usual geometric. symmetries a.lso contribute toward
simplifying the calculations. For example, if the horseshoe
vortex lies in the horizontal plane of symmetry of the tunnel,
9m(z)=r~~ =h~~ (2)=0
If, in addition, the vertical plane of symmetq of t-hetunnel
is aIaothe vertical plane of symmetry of the horseshoe vortex,
all even va.lues of m are eliminated; in the corresponding
antisynunetricaI case (as with aileron deflection) all odd values
of m are eliminated.
C--DRICALLY SYMMETRIC TERM
For a normal veloctiy at the tunnel -id gO(f) that. is
independent of 8 the potential function cannot be given
exact,ly in the form of the preceding section since for m=O
the integral with respect to q mill, in general, not converge
for q in the neighborhood of zero. It is necessary to add
additional terms to the potential so as to insure the con-
vergence of the integrals with respect to q. Moreover, these.
terms must be of such a nature that the potential function is
std.1harmonic and gives the required normal velocity at the
tunnel wall.
The singularity-free potentiaI inside the tunnel t-hentakes
the form ..
0=%=[Jo(ip”J“~!z~o’(i!l)_=go@ COS@-S dfl–
%%f:mg’@)d’l’~
where k= Iim ~ and where
pl+- S~=dBJdflisthe Cauchy
principal vahxe of the integral. Both t-he limit and the
integral must-be assumed to exist.
The appearance of these additional terms is not whoLly
due to the presence of the open section in the tunnel. For
a source in a completely closed tunnel the second term does
not vanish and would have to be used in calculating the
hmnel-induced p&-turbation ve~ocity by the method of ,
reference 13. However, for a dosed body or a vortex system
plus its reflections in a completely closed tunnel, ‘both of
these additiona.1terms vanish.
It is easy to ~er~ the fact that the additional terms do
insure the convergence of the integral with respect to q. A
straightforward d.dlerentia.tionthen shows that @ is in fact
harmonic and satisfies the bounda~ condition $ ,=I=g&).
For the closed-open-closed tunnel, the boundary condition
(see part I) that the ve~ocitiesfar upstream and downstream
be equal is no Ionger automatically sattied by putting the
total taqymt.ial veloci~ on the jet surface equal to zero.
The determining conditions for % are noW
(1) A@4=0 (p<l)
(~) ~ ,=1=0 (E<~ ~d t>~)
956646—51—35
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Conditions (1) and (2) arc satisfied by assuming go($)= O
for ~ <a and t>b. Thus
(32)
Again it is desired to find g“(g) for a<g<b so that % will
satisfy conditions (3), (4), and (5). The representation of
gO ($)in the same form as before (equation 27)
automatically satisfiescondition (5). Substituting this seri&
in equation (32) gives
The resulting infinite series for the P“m(g,p)obtained by
means of contour integrations are given in appendix A.
Condition (3) then becomes
But (see appendix A)
and SO
so that condition
essary that
(4) becomes ~li~~~= O. Thus it is nec-
hm
+n>h’’”&-l)nl=o
2(b~a) ‘“ ~ .“ “-
There exists a unique va.lue of u for which the coefficients
ho. will satisfy this equation and it can bc found as follows:
Let
ho.=hom’+uhon’f
where
~ ~’on,?lF’”n(g,I)=_ Z)(!T?”+%)
n=~ at at P=1
and
~~o?a(t,0= ~~$oh,: ~g
Then if
‘“”’+ruh’’”’’+n~ (h””’ +u’hO:~[l–(–l)’’l=o
2(b–a) b–a-
2hm’+m$ ~ [1–(–1)’]
u= —
=[1–(–1)”] ‘“2ho/+n~h;
The coefficients h“n’ and h“ti” are found by solution of
sets of simultaneous linear equations, as described in the
previous section.
The function @~”= ~h”n’’l’oa(~, p) is the perturbation
potential which, when added to that of a uniform flow, gives
the potential of the disturbs-ncc-free expanding tuntd
described in part I and indicated in figure 2. The cor-
~~.”
responding perturbation velocities — have equal anda[
opposite values at m and — ~.
EXAMPLE
As a somewhat simplified illustration, the problem of a
semi-infinite unit doublet distribution (dcgc.nerabe horseshoe
vortex) along the tunnel axis was considered. The tunnel
was assumed to have an open jet 3 tunnel radii in length.
The tunnel interference was calculated for four cliffercnt
positions of the upstream end of the doublet distribution,
these positions being 0.1, 0.4, 0.7, and 1.0 radius downstream
from the entrance. lf the upstream end is taken as the
origin of the coordinate system, t-hen(see appendix C)
s2=Jl@@[qK”(q)+Kl(g)l Cos!Zt~!lrl(l)(f)= —(1+&/z-Z o ~JI:(~d
~mu)(g)s (J (?n#l,j#l) 1
(33)
where K, and K1 are the Bessel functions as defined in ref-
erence 15.
The points {&} were taken as a, a+O.3, a+O.6, . . .
a+ 2.7,that is, a set of ten points, at 0.3 intervals, startingwith
the entrance lip of the tunnel. The c~cfficients hln‘1)were
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CX@ance from liff;ng element, & uni+s of funnel radius
found by ihe method of least.squares for N=O, 13 .-.) 5
and dso so as to satisfy the equations
at aII ten points. Plots of the resulting functions g,(’) (~ for
t-heclifferent,values of N indicated that convergence was es-
sentially complete for N between 3 and 5. Thii simp~ca-
tion results in appreciable saving in the amount of compu-
tation. h~otody is it necessary to solve a smd.ler set of
sinmltaneous equations but also P1. and ?)PI@~ need be
found for fewer -dues of n.
The computation was fc&ly sttra.ight,forvmrd. In the de-
termination of ~ltl)(g), KO and KI were obtained from the
tables of reference 15, and JI and J< -were obtained from
the tables and from the relations between the Bessel func-
t~onsand their derivatives (references 15 and 16). WeddIe’s
formula (reference 17) is convenient for performing the inte-
grations. In the case of Plm,t-hevahms of ysl appearing in
the formula for QI.(’I(p) -werefound from the formula in ap-
pendk 111 of reference 15, and JI and J~, as just noted.
In the evaluation of ~ ~ P,= it is noted that the value of
~: J,(x)=$
The restdts of these computations together with those for
the completely open and completely closed tunnels and those
given in reference 3 are shown in fi&res 24, 25, and 26. Iu
figure 24, the vertica.1tnmneknduced velocity a-longthe axis
for the four different positions of the lifting element together
vrkh the results for the open and closed twnnels are plotted
against distance from the Iift.i.rgelement. The same results
are plot,ted against the longitudid distance from the
entrance lip in figure .25. Figure 26 shows the results of
reference 3 compared with the results of the present report
for the same case-that of the lifting element 1 radius
dovmstream from the entrance lip.
The tuqnel-induced veIoc-ity in the upstream regions and
in the neighborhood of the lifting element, although onLy
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slightly less than that for an open tunnel for the lifting ele-
ment 1 radius downstream, falIs off more and more rapidly
as the lifting element is moved towards the entrance lip.
The maximum induced velocity is attained about 1 radius up-
stream from the exit and is never more than 78 percent of
the maximum value for a completely open tunnel. After
the maximum the values fall rapidly and approach the
values for a closed tunnel in the downs~eam regions. The.,, ,,..
results of reference 3. (see fig. 26) are consistently below the
present results especially in the re~on behind the lifting
element.
An extrapolation from the present results indicates that
the induced upflow at the lifting element, for the lifting ele-
ment in the plane of the entrance lip, is approximate~y zero,
or the average between the completely open and com-
pletely closed cases. The same result (that the effect in the
plane of the entrance lip is the average of the effects for the
completely open and the completely closed tunnels) was also
obtained for the two-dimensional tunnel (fig. 18).
CONCLUSION
For an open wind tunnel, the corrections corresponding to
an infinitely long open jet will usually be adequately accurate
if the ragion of interest (where the lift is located and whore
the boundary-induced flow is being considered) is at least
half the jet height from the jet entrance and exit sections.
As the distance of the lifting element from the cntrancc is “
decreased below this limit, the boundwy-induced flow
decreases rapidly and, when the lifting elemcnt is in the
entrance pkme, the induced angle at the lifting element is
about the average of that for an open tunnel and that, for a
closed tunnel.
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Dishnce from Iif @ elemen F, t, unifs of funnei radius
FIGrRE2&—Comparisonof the resnltsof the presentreportwiththceeofrefwenee3fora=-1
togetherwfth thosefor openand closedefrcufartunnefs.
In the theoretical studies of these flows, the usualboundary
conditions of pressure uniformity on the free surface ad of
zero normal velocity on t-he closed surface must be supple-
mented wit-hthe conditions that the velocity be continuous
at the entrance lip and that the velocities far downstream and
far upstream in the dosed sections be equa.L For the tvro-
dimensional open tunnel, a convenient general mathematical
approach is to transform the infinite strip (representing the
tunnel) to the upper half-plane by the logarithmic trans-
formation and t-hento de-relop the desired comple~ velocity
in this transformed plane. For the circular open tunnel the
solution may be eflected by expressing the potential by a
finite.eeriesof Bessel functions, satieffing the boundary condi-
tion on the free surface at a finite number of points, and solv-
ing for the coefficients by simultaneous linear equations.
For noncirmdar open find fmrme.ls,solutions in terms of
available functions w-ilI be very inconvenient. For such
cases, the trenclsindicated by the present results may suflice,
when applied to t-hepresumably known corrections for the
intlnitely long open and closed coniiguratione, to provide
adequate corrections. Solutions for the general t.hree-
dimensional cordiguration may also be possible by electrical-
mu-dogy methods, in which either the perturbation velocity
potential or the acceleration pote~tial is analogous to the
electrical pot ential in an electrolyte solution. Such analcgies
may be characterized, however, by considerable technical
ditlhlty.
LAiiGLEY AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
~TATIONAL ADVISORY CO~QHTTEE FOR &RONAuTICS,
LANGLEY FIELD, ~.4., Dewmbe.r2’0,1948.
APPENDIX A
EVALUATION
EVALUATION” FOR
Contour integration,-l?or n # O,
J
mJm(iPg) ~q
J~rnn(t,p)=:~@Jm,(@ : ‘innT /)–a‘COS g@—$) d/3
(Al)
The inner integral may be found directly:
!nU
b–a.
()
, [(– 1)” COSq(b ‘&)–cOS q(.@z)] (A2)
!22– ~
The problem of evaluating P~.(&,P) thus reduces to that of
evaluating integrals of the form
J
‘mJm(ipg) COSkqdg
o igJm’(@(q2-hq ,
Consider the integral in the compla z-phme
$1’ Jm(ipz)eik’Xi izJm’(iz)(z2–h~” dz
around the contour indicated in figure 27.
sum of the residucs of the integrand at itis
Its value is the
Dol& inside the
contour. These poke are the vd~es of zfor w~ch Jm’ (iz) =0.
The zeros of Jm’ wilI be designated Ym; they are real and
may be obtained from the formula in appendix III of refer-~
ence 15, The poles of the integrand then occur at iz=y~~,
that is, at z= —iy,~. Since onIy the poles within the contour
me desired, only the negative zeros of Jm’ are considered.
.
‘he‘esidue‘f Z& at2=–i~’”‘s
since Jmf(ysm)=0; by the definition of the derivative this
expression reduces to
i
- Jm’’(y,m) “““ “.:
540
OF P~n(&p)
Y
I
FIGUXE27.-Path of mmpkx contourintcgmtion.
The residue of the integrand at z= –iy,,. is thus
Jm(py,m)ekusm
%ym(ysrn2+h? Jtn’’(y,~)
But the Bessel functions satisfy the relation
()Jm”+$ Jm’+ 1–$ J,n=O
so “thatat x=y.~, where Jmf= 0,
Jm’’(l/,J =m’;:;maJm(y.,=)
whence; fintiyj
1 $ J,,,(ip z)ei~zdz J,m(P~,m)eku.m~,n,% izJm’(iz)(22—h2) =’i ~s (Ymn2+~L’) (m’–y,,m~ Jm(~i:) -
where the number of terms in the summation dcpenck ON
the radius of the outer semicircle.
For k 20, if the radius of the outer semich.c]eis ~]lol;-c(l to
approach infinity in discrete steps so as to avoid the poles of
the integrand, the integral over the semicircle appromhcs
zero, The Ihmting values of the integrals along the two
inner semicircles, as- their radii approach zero, are rmclily
determed by the usual process as
Jm(—iPh)e-~~}J
i 4h2J~’(–ih)
and
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These two terms may be combined after not~~ that reversing the sign of the argument h & and J.’ merely
sign of their ratio, to
Jm(;ph) s. ~h
‘2h2Jm’(ih)
Equating the total integral a.long the infinite contour to the sum of the residues thus gives
where the y,m terms are now defined as the positive zeros of Jm’ instead of t-henegative zeros (if Jm’(x) =0,
541
reverses the
so ako does
Jm’(–z)). By equat~mgt-he imaginary part of the left-hand term to the right-hand side, which is a pure imaginary,
there results, finally
S
= Jm(ip~) COSkq dq=uiJm(iph) . Jm(PYW&-@S=YSm
0 i q Jm’(iq) (q*–h? 2h2Jm’(iL) ‘m ‘h+m:o (y.m2+h’)(na2-y,m’) Jm(ysm) ‘ -
Expressions for Pm., n # O, m.# O.— h the preced&~ development it -wasassumed that k= O,which was acceptable with
regard to equation (A2) in tie-w of the fact that the cosine is an even function of the -mmable. This essentially n6n-
nega.tivc value of k must.be retained, however, in the final expressions for F’.,(E, p):
For g>b,
t–a.
‘Sinnm b–a.
[.$-al.—
‘–sinnt’ b–a
.sinn.~
~b—.#nm
(– l)n”sin ~_a =(–1)” sin
[
~–a–(b–a.)
b–a 1
n~
~–a
‘Sti ‘nT b–a.
(A3)
.s.n.~ —
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The first term on the right-hand side of equation (A3) is thus equal to zero for ~<a or ~>b. The clesircd esprcssion~;or’
~~~(&p),n# O, me, therefore, for as ~s b,
‘b=) ~hnrf-: nT~Q ,,)(p)[,_,g_a,,#m_,_,,n, @ ,,,,
~m?a(t,P)=. ~T (–) —.— --,mmn—‘b–a 8‘m’ i b~a
where
‘mn(8)=[’..’+(&ti~~J.(~‘n#o)
The calculations for n= O,which follow similar lines, are not given here. The final formulas me for as ~<h,
‘m(%~a,)..“-”+am ““””~mo(t,P)= ;*
2(b–a) J~'(2,::Js1n2G+~ :0(`)(p)[y'"e-(b-')"'"-2(b:a)e-(t-a)''m]
for ~s a,
and for .$>b,
FJmo(.g,p)= –
[
so Q~o(’)(p) y,~e- ‘~-b)VOR+2(br ~, e- f~-’)ti,~]—
where
QmO(’)(P) =
{~’~2+[2(i:fi:J:Y’m’’;m(y’m’ ‘-’ “’- --
EVALUATION FOR m=”
The evaluation of P~fi (&P) for ~=o ProCeecls essentially as before with the difference~that the contour of integration
must avoid the origin. For n=O, the final formuIas are as follows: for as ~<b,
PM(:,p)=
‘~-)~+ ‘~a ‘~ QOO(’)[ySoe-(’-:)’*0-2(b~a]e-(’-’)’s0]
2(b–a)
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and for g> b,
For n#O, the corresponding formulas areas follows: for as f<b,
for ~<a,
Po.(f,p)=–+ [(a- &)–(– l)n(b – ~1–— W[g-@-HV,O—(—l)ne-@-HV.O1~:ra ~. Qon
b–a.
and for g> b,
. .
b–a
APPENDIX B .
Differentiating the formula from appendix A for Pmj& p) and putting p= 1 gives
aPm.(&1) = (–)‘m i b’t~ra ~–a nr “
at
()
n~ cosnr b–a+b–a a.”~Jmf i _
b–a – –=~’..’+(<fi$~’-’$.’[’-’-)”e=(b-’)”e-(b-’)”m]
The second term of the right-hand member is of order: for large n so that
The cosine factor of t-hisexpression merely oscillates between 1 and —1. For the remaining factor, it is noted from the
asymptotic expressions for the Bessel functions (reference 15, pp. 59–61) that Jm(it) is essentially of the form P’ —
t
&as
t+. rn, fL-omwhich it can be readily shown that the fraction .Jm(it) approaches unity as t+ co.
I Jm’(i.t)
%i664&31—?J6
.
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APPENDIX C
DERIVATION OF EQUATION (33)
Equation (33) was dculved for use in calculating some of
the results given in reference 13, but it was not exphcitly
stated and discussed in that paper. Because certain steps in
its development are not obvious, the present outh e of its
derivation is given. Familiarity with reference 13 will be
assureed.
Certain difficulties arise in the treatment of the doublet
line directly; so the result is found by considering a horseshoe
vortm of finite span and letting the span approach zero.
Equation (6) of reference 13 gives the formula for ~, ~
(where @, is defined in reference 13) corresponding to a hors~-
shoe vortex of strength I’ and span u having one trailing
vortex along the tunnel axis and the other to the right of
the axis. The procedure for the doublet consists of 16tting
the yaw angle ~ be Zwoj expanding the radicals in ascending
powers of a, and proceeding to the next step in the amdysis,
where a till eventualitybe made to approach zero. In the
expansions, powers of a higher than the first may be neglected
except where u occurs in the product &s, since ~ takes on
infinite values; furthermore, since for the doublet the field
shouId be symmetrical about the vertical phtne of symme’try
()
8=; J .ynsymmetricd factwe, as a cos 6; may be imme-
diately elirninated. The ~ormda for ~
bp ,=~
is thus
(cl)
According to the procedure of reference 13, it is necessary to
make a Fourier analysis of the three terms in the braces and
then to insert the Fourier coefficients in equation (8) of
reference 13.
In the first term in the braces, the expression within the
parentheses is the fist md only Fourier coefficient. Chang-
ing ~ to P and inserting the expression into the inner integral
of equation (8) of reference 13 gives
which, if integrated by parts, reduces to
Hlim~ ‘“ 1c-)oq -. 1(1+/3’) 3/’-(1 +p&)3/Y Sk !Z(B-t) dp
The contribution of the first term in the brackets is
1
J
“sin q(fl-$) dp
i -- (l+&j3/’
=– 2Kl(q) sin qf
(See reference 15, p. 52.) The fact that the contribution of
the second term in the brackets is zero follows immeclintely,
upon performing the change of variable p =pa, from the
Riemann-Lebesgue lemma (reference 11, p. 172).
The. third term in the braces of equation (Cl) is convcwtcd
as follows:
[
(sine 1 COS26
—_ 1–t2+sin2i ~~ (1+.&33/2=‘(;R$
so that again the fist and oily Fourier coefficient is givm
directly. Inserting it into the inner integral of cquntion (S)
The second term in the braces of equation (Cl) is not a
one-term Fourier series. Its nt,h Fourier coeili.cient is
given by a constant tinres
J‘~sin Osinn9 (, )1– L dt9o a(gz+sinz e) ~fl+[’gz
Inserting this expression in the irmer integral of c.quat,ion(8}
of reference 13 and reversing the order of integration gives
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After substitution of p=~u, the lindi of the inner integral
becomes
Integration by parts and elimination of terms in # reduces
this expression to
which is zero, by the Riemum-Lebesgue Iemma..
()
FindlF, then, for the unit.doublet ~= 1
The potential @Oof a unii doublet line along the axis is
. ( E “)=+WF7+’)@o=*2 J~2+v2+~2
whence
The. flow of the usual reflection vortices for wings of finite ;
span reduces, as the span becomes arbitrarily smalI, to a. d
uniform upflow in t-hefiite sect-ionof the tunnel and there-
fore contributes nothing to the longitudinal velocity.
a(~o-wc)
The coefficient of sin o in — ag is thus seen to
P=1
be the expression given in equation (33).
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